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Reuven Katz

John Yook

Yoram Koren

Control of a Non-Orthogonal
Reconfigurable Machine Tool
Computerized control systems for machine tools must generate coordinated movem
the separately driven axes of motion in order to trace accurately a predetermined pa
the cutting tool relative to the workpiece. However, since the dynamic properties o
individual machine axes are not exactly equal, undesired contour errors are gener
The contour error is defined as the distance between the predetermined and actual p
the cutting tool. The cross-coupling controller (CCC) strategy was introduced to e
tively decrease the contour errors in conventional, orthogonal machine tools. This p
however, deals with a new class of machines that have non-orthogonal axes of motio
called reconfigurable machine tools (RMTs). These machines may be included in
scale reconfigurable machining systems (RMSs). When the axes of the machine a
orthogonal, the movement between the axes is tightly coupled and the importan
coordinated movement among the axes becomes even greater. In the case of
orthogonal RMT, in addition to the contour error, another machining error called
depth error is also generated due to the non-orthogonal nature of the machine. The
of this study is on the conceptual design of a new type of cross-coupling controller
non-orthogonal machine tool that decreases both the contour and the in-depth mach
errors. Various types of cross-coupling controllers, symmetric and non-symmetric,
and without feedforward, are suggested and studied. The stability of the control syst
investigated, and simulation is used to compare the different types of controllers. We
that by using cross-coupling controllers the reduction of machining errors are sig
cantly reduced in comparison with the conventional de-coupled controller. Furthermo
is shown that the non-symmetric cross-coupling feedforward (NS-CC-FF) controller
onstrates the best results and is the leading concept for non-orthogonal ma
tools. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1771692#
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1 Introduction
Currently manufacturing industries have two primary metho

for producing medium and high volume machined parts: dedica
machining systems~DMSs! and flexible manufacturing system
~FMSs! that include CNC machines. The DMS is an ideal soluti
when the part design is fixed and mass production is require
reduce cost. On the other hand, the FMS is ideal when the
quired quantities are not so high and many modifications in
part design are foreseen. In contrast to these two extremes, K
@1,2# describes an innovative approach of customized manufac
ing called reconfigurable manufacturing systems~RMS!. The
main advantage of this new approach is the customized flexib
in the system to produce a ‘‘part family’’ with lower investme
cost than FMS. A typical RMS includes both conventional CN
machines and a new type of machine called the Reconfigur
Machine Tool@3#. The Engineering Research Center~ERC! for
Reconfigurable Machining Systems~RMS! at the University of
Michigan with its industrial partners has designed an experime
Reconfigurable Machine Tool~RMT! @4#. This machine allows
ERC researchers to validate many of the new concepts and
chine tool design methodologies that have been already devel
in the center. There are many types of RMTs. This paper descr
an arch-type non-orthogonal multi-axis RMT machine as sho
in Figure 1, and Figure 2. The economic justification of RMTs
given in section 2 of this paper.

A contouring motion requires that the cutting tool moves alo
a desired trajectory. Typically, computerized control systems
machine tools generate coordinated movements of the separ
driven axes of motion in order to trace a predetermined path of

Contributed by the Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control Division ofHE
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS for publication in the ASME
JOURNAL OF DYNAMIC SYSTEMS, MEASUREMENT, AND CONTROL. Manuscript
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revision September 16, 2003. Associate Editor: J. Tu.
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cutting tool relative to the workpiece@5#. To reduce the contouring
error, which is defined as the distance between the predeterm
and the actual path, there have been two main control strate
The first approach is to use feedforward control in order to red
axial tracking errors@6,7# however, they are limited when non
linear cuts are required@8#. The other approach is to use cros
coupling control@8–11# in which axial-feedback information is
shared between the moving axes. The cross-coupling controll
used in addition to the conventional axial servo controller. At ea
sampling time, the cross-coupling controller calculates the cur
contour error and generates a command that moves the too
ward the closest point on the desired tool path. This control st
egy of the cross-coupling controller~CCC! effectively decreases
the contour error.

Advanced control methods have been applied to further
prove the control properties of the original cross-coupling contr
ler ~CCC!. An optimal CCC is suggested in@11#, to improve the
controller performance when high contouring speeds were
quired. Another method to overcome the same problem for hig
contour feedrates is addressed in@12#, which uses adaptive feed
erate control strategy to improve the controller performance. T
latest trend of cross-coupling controller improvement is the ap
cation of fuzzy logic as in@13,14#. All these methods, however, d
not work for machines with non-orthogonal axes.

Surface cut~e.g., a circular cut in theX-Y plane! on a 3-axis
orthogonal milling machine requires a motion of two axes~e.g.,X
and Y!. However, surface cuts in the non-orthogonal RMT~see
Figure 1! require simultaneous motion of all three axes. Therefo
in addition to the contour error, this motion creates another er
called the in-depth error, which is in theZ direction. This error
affects the surface finish quality of the workpiece. While conto
ing, the tool tip of the RMT has not only to follow the predete
mined path, but also to control continuously the depth of cut. T
simultaneous control of both errors, the conventional contour
ror and the in-depth error, requires a new control strategy since

nal
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standard CCC algorithms cannot be directly applied. In ot
words, the RMT control design problem requires a new con
approach that is able to correct simultaneously two types of
ting errors. This problem has not been addressed in the litera

In this paper, we describe three types of controllers aimed
reducing the contour and in-depth error simultaneously. First
investigate a symmetrical cross-coupling~S-CC! controller, which
unfortunately does not show good performance in reducing b
errors. The poor performance is due to the conflicting demand
reducing the two errors and the lack of information sharing
tween the two pairs of axes~X-Y andY-Z!, which are responsible
for error compensation. To overcome this problem, the requ
motion information of one pair of axes is fed forward to the oth
This idea results in two new controller types, symmetrical cro
coupling feedforward~S-CC-FF! controller and non-symmetrica
cross-coupling feedforward~NS-CC-FF! controller. Finally, the
influence of the reconfigurable angular position of the cutting t
on system stability is investigated.

2 Machine Characteristics and the Control Problem
In this section we explain the economic advantage of the RM

and develop the mathematical representation of the contour e
and the in-depth error.

a Machine Characteristics. Typical CNC machine tools
are built as general-purpose machines. The part to be mach
has to be adapted to a given machine by utilizing process plan
methodologies. This design process may create a capital w
Since the CNC machine is designed at the outset to machine
part ~within a given envelope!, it must be built with general flex-
ibility, but not all this flexibility is utilized for machining a spe
cific part. The concept of RMTs reverses this design order: T
machine is designed around a known part family. This des
process creates a less complex, although less flexible machine
a machine that contains all the functionality and flexibility need
to produce a certain part family. The RMT may contain, for e
ample, a smaller number of axes, which reduces cost and
hances the machine reliability. Therefore, in principle, a RM
with customized flexibility would be less expensive than a co
parable CNC that has general flexibility.

A conceptual example of a RMT designed to machine a p
with inclined surfaces of 45 deg is shown in Fig. 1. If a conve
tional CNC is used to machine this inclined surface, a 4- or 5-a
machine is needed. In this example, however, only three axes
needed on a new type of 3-axis non-orthogonal machine t
Nevertheless, one may argue that it’s not economical to build
product non-orthogonal machine tools for 45 deg. Therefore,
developed a 3-axis non-orthogonal machine in which the angl
the Z-axis is adjustable during reconfiguration periods, as sho
in Fig. 2. The simple adjusting mechanism is not servo-contro
and does not have the requirements of a regular moving axi
motion.

The designed RMT may be reconfigured into six angular po
tions of the spindle axis, between215 and 60 deg with steps of 1
deg. The main axes of the machine areX-axis ~table drive hori-
zontal motion!, Y-axis ~column drive vertical motion! andZ-axis
~spindle drive inclined motion! as in Fig. 1. The two extreme
positions of the machine spindle axis~215 and 60 deg! are shown
in Fig. 3. TheXYZmachine axes comprise a non-orthogonal s
tem of coordinates, except for the case when the spindle is
horizontal position. Two orthogonal auxiliary systems of coor
nates are used to describe the machine,XSZandXYZ8, whereS is
an axis parallel to the part surface andZ8 is an axis perpendicula
to bothX andY-axis.

The machine is designed to drill and mill on an inclined surfa
in such a way that the tool is perpendicular to the surface
milling at least two axes of motion participate in the cut. F
example, the upward motion on the inclined surface in theS-axis
direction requires that the machine drive move in the positivY
398 Õ Vol. 126, JUNE 2004
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direction ~upward! and in the positiveZ direction ~downward!.
When milling a nonlinear contour~e.g., a circle! on the inclined
surface of the RMT, we may expect to get the traditional conto
error. This error is measured on the workpiece surface~X-Splane!
relative to the predetermined required path of the tool. Howev
in our machine, we get additional cutting error at the same tim
This error is created due to the fluctuations in the depth of cu
result of the combined motion in theY and Z-axis and therefore
we call it ‘‘in-depth error.’’ This combined motion is required in
order to move the tool up and down along the inclined surfa
Figure 4 describes three systems of coordinates.XYZ is the ma-
chine tool non-orthogonal system of coordinates where the ta

Fig. 1 Schematic view of a Reconfigurable Machine Tool

Fig. 2 Arch Type RMT
Transactions of the ASME
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moves inX direction,Y is the motion along the column andZ is in
the direction of the spindle and the cutting tool.XSZis an auxil-
iary orthogonal system of coordinates whereS is the direction of
the inclined surface of the workpiece, which is perpendicular
the tool axis.XYZ8 is another auxiliary orthogonal system o
coordinates whereZ8 is horizontal.

b Contouring and In-Depth Errors. To overcome the
combined error, we designed a special cross-coupling contro
In the present paper, we would like to explain some aspects of
controller design. This design of a new cross-coupling contro
for the 3-axes of motion gives insight to the system behav
under external disturbances.

Contouring Error : The contouring error is described in man
papers@e.g.,@8–14##. A general non-linear curve approximated b
an instantaneous circle on which a contour error is defined
given by Lo@15#. Figure 5a shows the contour and the ‘‘in depth
errors. Figure 5b shows the contour error of a curved contour. T
contour error equation in the RMT machine is

Fig. 3 Reconfigurable position of Z-axis. The inclined angle
can be changed from À15 deg to 60 deg

Fig. 4 Systems of coordinates
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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« r52Crx•Ex1Cry•Ey

Where, Crx5sin~f!2
Ex

r2

Cry5

S cos~f!2
Ey

r2 D
sin~u!

(1)

Sinceu varies between 30° and 105°, the singularity ofCry does
not need to be considered.

In-depth Error : The in-depth error is typical to the characte
istics of our non-orthogonal machine. In order to cut the wo
piece at a predetermined depth, the combined motion of botY
andZ-axis must be controlled. As a result of the position errors
the servomotor drives due to the external disturbances on e
axis the in-depth error is generated. This error may affect sign
cantly the quality of the surface finish. The in-depth error is d
scribed in Figure 5c. Equation~2! describes the linear relation
between the error components in theY and Z directions. It is
important to understand that this error is not only time depend
but also depends on the machine reconfiguration angular posi
For each angle of spindle axis positioning, the controller will a
ply different value ofCzy in equation~2!.

«z52Czy•Ey1Czz•Ez

where

Czy5cos~u!

Czz51 (2)

It is important to notice that the position error ofY-axis Ey ap-
pears on both Eqs.~1! and ~2!. This implies tight coupling be-
tween the contour error and the in-depth error. The RMT cont
ler should decrease both errors effectively.

3 Controllers Design
In traditional orthogonal CNC machines, the cross-coupl

control strategy effectively reduces the error between the pre
termined tool path and the actual tool path. In a two-axis conto
ing system, theX-axis servodrive receives two inputs: one a tr
ditional input from anX-axis servo controller that reducesEx ~the
axial position error along theX direction! and another input from
the cross-coupling controller to reduce« rx ~the X component of
the contour error!. Similarly, theY-axis plant receives two inputs
The additional inputs to each axis are used to decrease the co
error in the normal direction represented by« r in Fig. 5b.

The objective of this paper is to suggest a suitable cro
coupling control strategy for both the contour and in-depth erro
Three controllers are examined: a symmetric cross-coupling~S-
CC! controller, the symmetric cross-coupling controller with a
ditional feedforward ~S-CC-FF!, and a non-symmetric cross
coupling controller with feedforward~NS-CC-FF!.

a Controllers Structures. The detailed structure of the
three controllers is illustrated in Fig. 6. The basic structure is
have two standard cross-coupling~CC! controllers, one for the
contour error in theXY-subsystem with a gainGr and the other for
the in-depth error in theYZ-subsystem with a gainGz . Section 4b
includes a discussion on the values ofGr and Gz . The in-depth
cross-coupling controller has the same basic control structur
the contour cross-coupling controller. In addition, a feedforwa
term may be used to inform theZ-axis about the additionalY-axis
input caused by the contour cross-coupling controller. ‘‘Knowin
this information in advance, theZ-axis can compensate for th
movement of theY-axis in order to reduce the in-depth error.
The differences among the three proposed controllers are:~a! the
presence or absence of a feedforward term~In the S-CC control-
ler, the K f f block does not exist!, and ~b! a difference in the
JUNE 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 399
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Fig. 5 Comparison between axial error and tracing error
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ed
direction of the controlling error~in the NS-CC-FF controller,Czy
is zero!. If the feedforward term exists,K f f in Figure 6 can be
expressed as follows

K f f5cos~u!•
DCgain~Hz!

DCgain~Hy!
(3)

The tracing error estimation gains,Crx , Cry , Czy , Czz are given
in Equations~1! and ~2!.
The symmetric cross-coupling~S-CC! controller uses the contou
cross-coupling controller between theX and Y-axis and the in-
400 Õ Vol. 126, JUNE 2004
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depth cross-coupling controller between theY and Z-axis. The
contour cross-coupling controller decreases the contour erro
coupling theX and Y-axis movements while the in-depth cros
coupling controller compensates the in-depth error by coup
theY andZ-axis movements. TheY-axis receives one output from
each cross-coupling controller;Ury andUzy . As briefly explained
in the previous section,Ury andUzy may be in conflict with each
other and the resulting control action does not necessarily
crease both the contour and the in-depth error. This is the m
drawback of the SCC controller and it will be further investigat
in the stability section.
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The symmetric cross-coupling feedforward~S-CC-FF! control-
ler has the same structure as the S-CC controller, but include
additional feedforward term. This feedforward term gives t
Z-axis information about the movement of theY-axis. In other
words, when an output from the contour cross-coupling contro
is applied to theY-axis, this additional input is fed to theZ-axis in
order to reduce the in-depth error from that additional input
Y-axis. Even though the S-CC-FF controller improves the per
mance of the system by adding a feedforward term, the con
between the cross-coupling controllers still exists. Again, t
characteristic will be discussed in more detail in the stability s
tion. This is the motivation for introducing the next controller.

The non-symmetric cross-coupling feedforward~NS-CC-FF!
controller is suggested in order to remove the coupling betw
the cross-coupling controllers. Even though the in-depth error
pends on the performance of theY andZ-axis, this error is always
parallel to theZ-axis movement. Using this characteristic we co
vert the controller to a master~Y!-slave~Z! operation in which the
controller moves only theZ-axis to decrease the in-depth erro
Namely, the coupling between the contour cross-coupling cont
ler and the in-depth cross-coupling controller is removed in
NS-CC-FF controller. Therefore,Y-axis servo drive receives onl
one output from the cross-coupling controllers. As will be sho
later this controller has the best performance.

4 Controllers Stability Analysis
The RMT system has tightly coupled axes and contains tim

varying sinusoidal parameters. In order to simplify the stabi
analysis, the following assumption was made:«!E!r, where«,
E, r are contour error, axial error, and radius of curvature, resp
tively @15#. With this assumption, for the stability analysis, we c
approximate the sinusoidal gains by linear terms. Furthermore
order to eliminate the complexity with time-varying parameters
the stability analysis, we analyze the linearized contouring sys
since the cross-controller gains,Crx , Cry , Czy and Czz are con-
stants in this case. The analysis below shows that there
bounded stability regions, and the controller parameters mus
selected to satisfy certain constraints in order for the system t
stable.

Fig. 6 The diagram of the Symmetric Cross-Coupled Feed-
Forward „S-CC-FF… controller. In the S-CC controller, the feed-
forward block, K ff , does not exist. In the Non-Symmetric con-
troller „NS-CC-FF…, Czy is zero.
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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a. Characteristic Equations of S-CC, S-CC-FF, and NS-
CC-FF Controllers. For the linear system,Ẋ5A•X1B•U, Y
5C•X1D•U, the transfer function fromU to Y, which is
C(sI-A)21B1D, should be examined for the stability of the sy
tem. However, ifC andD are BIBO matrix, then (sI-A)21B can
be used for the stability analysis. Since theC andD matrices for
the contour and in-depth error of the RMT are bounded time va
ing gain matrices, the stability of each axis can be used for
stability analysis of the entire system. For S-CC controller
positions of each axis are given as follows

Px5
~Crx

2
•Gr1Kpx!•Hx

X1
Xr2

Crx•Cry•Gr•Hx

X1
Ey

Py5
~Cry

2
•Gr1Czy

2
•Gz1Kpy!•Hy

Y1
Yr2

Crx•Cry•Gr•Hy

Y1
Ex

2
Czy•Czz•Gz•Hy

Y1
Ez

Pz5
~Czz

2
•Gz1Kpz!•Hz

Z1
Zr2

Czy•Czz•Gz•Hz

Z1
Ey (4)

where

X1511~Crx
2
•Gr1Kpx!•Hx

Y1511~Cry
2
•Gr1Czy

2
•Gz1Kpy!•Hy

Z1511~Czz
2
•Gz1Kpz!•Hz

The notationsPx , Py , Pz indicate the positions of theX, Y,
Z-axis, respectively.Xr , Yr , Zr are the reference signals for eac
axis, and Ex , Ey , Ez are the errors (Ex5Xr2Px). For the
S-CC-FF controller the positions are

Px5
~Crx

2
•Gr1Kpx!•Hx

X2
Xr2

Crx•Cry•Gr•Hx

X2
Ey

Py5
~Cry

2
•Gr1Czy

2
•Gz1Kpy!•Hy

Y2
Yr2

Crx•Cry•Gr•Hy

Y2
Ex

2
Czy•Czz•Gz•Hy

Y2
Ez

Pz5
~Czz

2
•Gz1Kpz!•Hz

Z2
Zr2

Crx•Cry•Gr•K f f•Hz

Z2
Ex

2
~Czy•Czz•Gx1Cry

2
•Gr•K f f !•Hz

Z2
Ey (5)

where

X2511~Crx
2
•Gr1Kpx!•Hx

Y2511~Cry
2
•Gr1Czy

2
•Gz1Kpy!•Hy

Z2511~Czz
2
•Gz1Kpz!•Hz

Note that in equations~4! and~5!, Py contains a term that depend
on Ez as a disturbance. For the NS-CC-FF controller the ax
positions are
JUNE 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 401
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Px5
~Crx

2
•Gr1Kpx!•Hx

X3
Xr2

Crx•Cry•Gr•Hx

X3
Ey

Py5
~Cry

2
•Gr1Kpy!•Hy

Y3
Yr2

Crx•Cry•Gr•Hy

Y3
Ex

Pz5
~Czz

2
•Gz1Kpz!•Hz

Z3
Zr2

Crx•Cry•Gr•K f f•Hz

Z3
Ex

2
Cry

2
•Gr•K f f•Hz

Z3
Ey (6)

where

X3511~Crx
2
•Gr1Kpx!•Hx

Y3511~Cry
2
•Gr1Kpy!•Hy

Z3511~Czz
2
•Gz1Kpz!•Hz

The following is a summary of observations related to the ch
acteristic equations of the three proposed controllers.

X15X25X3

Y15Y2

Z15Z25Z3

Namely, the characteristic equation of theX-axis, is the same in al
three controllers. However, the characteristic equations of thY
and Z-axis depend on the type of controller used. In order
simplify the analysis the stability analysis is done for a giv
stable servo controllers for each axis and we investigate the
bility of the system due to the cross-coupling controllers,Gr and
Gz , only.

b Stable Region of the Cross-Coupling Controllers. The
characteristic equations obtained in the previous section dep
not only on the variable gain,C’s, but also on the RMT configu-
ration angle,u. Furthermore, the characteristic equation forY with
the S-CC and S-CC-FF controllers exhibit coupling between
contour and in-depth cross-coupling controllers. In order to s
plify the analysis,PI controller forGr andP controller forGz are
used

Gr5WP1
WI•Ts

z21

Gz5Wz where WP , WI , and Wz are gains (7)

Numeric values of the parameters used in this study to desc
the servo controllers and the plants are presented in append
Utilizing these values, the characteristic equation can be
pressed in terms ofWP , WI , WZ , C’s, andu. First, the configu-
ration of the RMT system is fixed atu560°, and the characteris
tic equation is calculated as function ofWP , WI , WZ , andC’s.
Using the Routh-Jury criteria, the stable regions ofWP , WI , and
WZ are obtained as a function ofC’s, and the smallest intersectio
of the stable regions with respect toC’s values was obtained. In
addition, two sampling periods were considered,Ts510 msec and
Ts51 msec. One typical stability plot forWz510 andu560°, is
shown in Fig. 7. The stability analysis results may be summari
as follows:

1. The stable region for S-CC and S-CC-FF controllers is
area bounded by three lines~as shown in Fig. 7!: Line 1,
Line 2, and Line 3 while the stable region for NS-CC-F
controller is the area bounded by Line 1 and Line 3.

2. For higher values of the gainWz , Line 2 moved to the left
while Line 1 and Line 3 were not affected by varyingWz . It
means that a higher value of the proportional controller g
Wz , will reduce the stability region.
402 Õ Vol. 126, JUNE 2004
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3. For higheru values, Line 2 moves to the right while Line
and Line 3 are not affected. However, Line 2 can never cr
Line 3 by only varyingu. The meaning of this observation i
that horizontal spindle position represents better stability
the system.

4. The stability region becomes smaller with increasing sa
pling period.

The system with the NS-CC-FF controller has the largest sta
region for WP , WI , and WZ . This is due to the fact that the
conflict between the cross-coupling controllers has been remo
by decreasing the in-depth error byZ-axis movement only. The
conflict between the cross-coupling controller in S-CC a
S-CC-FF controller can be seen in the transfer function show
Eqs.~4! and~5!. The subsystem for the contour error, which co
sists ofX andY-axis only, should contain only variables related
the X and Y-axis such asEx , Ey , Xr , and Yr . However, this
subsystem contains also anEz term. ThisEz term will act as a
disturbance to the contour subsystem.

Fig. 7 Stable region for the parameters of the cross-coupled
controllers
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 8 The simplified RMT axial model
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Similarly, the subsystem for the in-depth error, which cons
of Y andZ-axis only, should be composed of terms related to
Y andZ-axis. Again, the in-depth subsystem contains anEx term
which will act as a disturbance to this subsystem. Unlike the tra
fer function of theZ-axis in Eq.~4!, the one in Eq.~5! contains a
feedforward termK f f . This K f f reduces the disturbance to th
system resulting in a better performance for the S-CC-FF than
S-CC controller. Considering the transfer functions for the N
CC-FF controller shown in Eq.~6!, the subsystem for the contou
error contains only terms related to theX and Y-axis and the
subsystem for the in-depth error contains a feedforward termK f f
that compensates the disturbance term. In other words, the di
bance term from the contour cross-coupling controller to the
depth cross-coupling controller was removed using the feed
ward term. Also the disturbance term from the in-depth cro
coupling controller to the contour cross-coupling controller w
removed by correcting the in-depth error by only moving t
Z-axis. Overall, the performance of the system using NS-CC
controller is expected to be the best among the proposed con
lers, and the simulation results support this analysis.

5 Simulation Results
The simplified RMT axial model that was used in the simu

tion is shown in Fig. 8~the parameters for each axis can be fou
in appendix A!. The cross-coupling controller parameters we
chosen such that the system will operate within the stable re
defined in the previous section. These parameters are not the
timal since optimization of the controller, was not a goal of th
paper. For comparison purposes, all cross-coupling controller
rameters are kept the same throughout the simulation. The de
tool path is a circular motion on the inclinedX-S plane, and the
response of each controller to a disturbance is compared.

Figures 9, 10 and 11 describe simulation results. Figurea
shows results of a contour error in a circular cut on theS-plane.
Without disturbances all three proposed CC controllers~that con-
verge into one line on the figure! give better results than the de
coupled control. Figure 9-b shows the results of in-depth erro
control without disturbances. In this case it is clear that the sy
metrical CC controller~S-CC! has poor performance. Figure 10-a
and 10-b show simulation results with a step disturbance in
Y-axis direction~along the column of the machine!. The trends of
the results are similar to those of Fig. 9. In the presence of dis
bance acting on theY-axis, the performance difference betwe
S-CC-FF and NS-CC-FF controllers is insignificant as shown
Fig. 10. Figure 11-a and 11-b show simulation results due to
step disturbance in theZ-axis direction~along the spindle axis!.
Figure 11-a shows that for a contour error all three CC controlle
operate better than the decoupled control, but the NS-CC-FF
troller presents the best performance. The contour error of
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NS-CC-FF controller is not affected by the disturbance inZ-axis,
while the contour error plot of S-CC-FF has an abrupt jump. Sim
larly, for the in-depth error, the NS-CC-FF controller shows bet
performance than the S-CC controller as may be seen in Fig. 1b.
To summarize the results, we may conclude that all simulat
results shows that the performance of the NS-CC-FF controlle
superior in all circumstances, as was expected at the design s

6 Conclusions
The conceptual design process of crossed-coupling contro

that was described in the paper allows insight and better un
standing of the RMT controller problem. Some machining p
cesses that traditionally require four or 5 degrees-of-freedom

Fig. 9 Simulation results without any disturbance
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Downlo
ing an orthogonal CNC machine, may be performed by a n
machine-type—the reconfigurable machine tool~RMT! that has
just three-degrees of freedom. The disadvantage of the RMT
figuration is that when contour cuts are needed in theX-Splane, a
new type of error—the in-depth error—may occur. This error
not controlled properly, may severely affect the surface finish
the machined surfaces. To reduce the effect of the in-depth e
we introduced three types of cross-coupling controllers and fo
that all three are stable for a reasonable range of parameters
increase of the reconfiguration angle~or tool-positioning angle!
increases the contour and in-depth errors and decreases the r
of stability.

Furthermore, we also found that all three types of cro
coupling~CC! controllers reduce significantly the contour and i
depth errors. It was shown that for the control of the nonortho
nal arch-type RMT, the nonsymmetric cross-coupling fee
forward ~NS-CC-FF! controller has the best performance of t

Fig. 10 Simulation results with a step disturbance in the
Y-axis
404 Õ Vol. 126, JUNE 2004
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three CC controllers. The symmetric cross-coupling~S-CC! con-
troller does not adequately solve the in-depth error problem
error that is typical to non-orthogonal RMTs. The S-CC-FF co
troller is marginally acceptable, but has problems when a dis
bance~such as a cutting force! is applied to theZ-axis. Only the
NS-CC-FF controller reduces significantly both the contour a
the in-depth errors. Furthermore, the stability analysis shows
the NS-CC-FF controller is stable for a wider range of parame
than the other controllers are. Our main conclusion is, theref
that the NS-CC-FF controller best fits the arch-type RMT. Nev
theless, we cannot state that it is a general conclusion for all ty
of RMTs.
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Fig. 11 Simulation results with a step disturbance in the
Z-axis
Appendix—Simulation Parameters
X-axis data
NX51/10; gear box ratio
MX51000; mass of table@Kg#
LX510; lead of the screw@mm/rev#
JlX50.0008; lead screw inertia@Kg-m2#
K–ampX520; amplifier gain
Amp–maxX5200; amplifier maximum voltage
Amp–min X52200; amplifier minimum voltage
K–tachX50.001; tachometer gain@volts/~rad/sec!#
K–encoderX51000; encoder gain@pulses/rev#
K–pulse2mmX5LX/K –encoderX; encoder pulses to position conversion
DAC–maxX510; DAC maximum voltage
DAC–min X5210; DAC minimum voltage
Transactions of the ASME
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Downlo
DAC–bitX516; number of bits used to convert digital signal to analog voltage
KtX50.1; motor torque constant@N-m/A#
KvX50.1; voltage constant~5back-emf constant! @V/~rad/sec!#
JmX50.0004; motor rotor inertia@Kg-m2#
LaX50; armature inductance@Henry# negligible;
RaX50.5; armature resistance@Ohm#
BmX50; viscous-friction coefficient@N-m/~rad/sec!# negligible;
PGainX54.2; servo controller P gain
IGainX521; servo controller I gain
DGainX50; servo controller D gain
Y-axis data5X-axis data
Z-axis data5X-axis data
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